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Introduction 
This is ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme’s Annual 
development report.  It provides a review of our activities and 
developments for the year 2020/2021.  The report is aimed at stakeholders 
who have an interest in the sustainability of ACFS including employees, 
board members, local communities, donors, government and other 
stakeholders and our direct beneficiaries.  It focuses on our objectives 
and how the objectives were achieved.

ACFS Community Education & Feeding Scheme (ACFS) is a registered 
Non-Profit Organisation founded by the late Bishop Trevor Huddleston 
in 1945 in Sophia Town, Johannesburg. Initially the response was 
targeted at combating malnutrition among the poor children of the 
then marginalised townships of Johannesburg. For 75 years, ACFS has 
been standing with the children and families of marginalised townships. 
Our efforts have ensured that we provide the much needed food 
and nutrition into homes who would otherwise go hungry. ACFS also 
recognises that in order for children to do well holistically, they require 
a multi-pronged approach that includes early learning and stimulation 
and educational support interventions. The multi-dimensional impact 
of poverty on children and communities was clear and that in order 
to change the trajectory of children’s lives it was imperative that the 
organisation begins to address the educational deficits that existed in 
each home and community. The need to enable children to develop 
their full learning and development potential one of the additional pillar 
of support for children alongside the food and nutrition interventions.

The work that ACFS does, is located in the context that more than 6 million children in 
South Africa continue to suffer multidimensional levels of poverty. This compounding 
poverty, places a severe burden on the family, stifles the child’s ability to develop fully 
and compromises and robs them of the opportunity to become a responsive, active 
and engaged citizen. 



Our Vision
All children reach their full potential through nutritional and education support. We will reach this vision by 
providing a wide range of support as well as ensure a welcoming environment to enable all children to access 
meaningful interventions, support and referrals that will facilitate all children in ACFS programmes to:

Gain 
confidence, 

pride but also 
humility Develop into 

ambitious 
leaders with 
a passion to 

achieve success

Be advocates 
and champions 

of others
Be Goal 

oriented and 
driven

Be empathetic 
and 

compassionate
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Be resilient and 
persevere

Be curious and 
explorative

Be inspirational 
and helpful

Have a sense of 
belonging and 

community

Be active 
citizens 
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Tribute to our Teenage 
Girls programme

In a touching tribute to the teenage girls programme one of 
our teenage girls wrote and narrated this poem. It showed 
us how the girls value the programme and how it totally 
transforms them into amazing content creators
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Love in a strange place

I found love in a group of girls loving...

Yet scared, judged and seen as shadows of 

disappointment living only for the lives they 

gave birth too. And forget about their dreams 

before motherhood.

This strange place gave us love, faith and 

believe. Power to prosper, encouragement to 

achieve our goals. A step back to our goals 

before motherhood. A glance to begin a teenager 

once again.
.
The love within us is wild and carefree

It appreciates, loves and empowers. Our journey 

has been fun and loving,  filled with emotions.

We shared love, tears, smiles and care. We 

remembered ourselves and our dreams. We  

are teenager moms and we believe in ourselves. 

We are mothers to our young ones and dream 

catchers.

I found love and I am ready to fly free.

xxx 
Lesedi
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As COVID-19 became a global pandemic, it was clear that 2020 would be a year unlike 
anything the world had ever encountered. Our immediate and ongoing concern 
was to protect the health and safety of our employees, our children and community 
beneficiaries and to keep our services and programmes running to ensure as near 
normal a life as was possible. Despite the challenges that were sprung on us, the 
progress we achieved in 2020 was phenomenal. This was only made possible by the 
commitment of the entire ACFS staff, Board members as well as the communities. 
They faced this challenge with remarkable resilience and determination.

The period under review saw us successfully implementing the strategic goals and 
targets that had been set back in 2019. Of particular note is the achievement of 
the holistic child support interventions in which we considered the primary needs 
of developing children into formidable giants, ready to take on the future. We 
articulated in our 5-year strategy that the compounding effect of poverty is that 
many critical areas of child development are significantly compromised. Hence 
our strategy envisioned the need to package a number of primary interventions 
including educational, early reading and computer literacy support. Together these 
interventions will allow us to accelerate our transformation and development agenda 
for poor communities and their children.  

When faced with the pandemic in March of 2020 we sprang into action and rallied 
support around our food security and nutrition programme that ensured we fed over 
25 000 families with substantial food hampers during the March to October period. 
We efficiently addressed the numerous challenges which arose in the communities 
we serve while still putting the safety and health of people first. Those of you who 
follow us on our social media sites would have seen the remarkable effort made by 
the organisation to rally along poor families and ensure food security through the 
food hampers or “hampers of hope” as we preferred to call them. We are indebted to 
the generous response from South Africans across the board who ensured that we 
had over R5m to respond to this critical emergency.

In the same year, ACFS also reached a milestone as we celebrated 75 years of 
commitment and service to poor communities, especially the children. It is a milestone 
for the organisation, one which we are immensely proud of. I want to congratulate 
the successive board members and staff of ACFS for the demonstrable resilience and 
ability to reinvent ourselves over this length of time. We can say with pride that we 
have remained relevant and faithful to our poor and indigent communities. 

As the organisation is experiencing this phenomenal growth, depth and 
transformation we have had to pay special attention to policies and regulations in 
order to improve transparency, oversight procedures, governance and the creation 
of sustained value. Due to this effort, we are confident the organisational transition 
from welfare entity to a developmental entity with deepened services and proactive 
responses to communities is firmly underway. While the path we have taken gives 
us confidence, we still face tremendous challenges ahead. Increasing the number of 
children in our centres, as well as attracting and retaining qualified and experienced 
personnel and achieving long term project funding partners, in an increasingly more 
competitive sector, are just a few examples of the challenges that lie ahead. This 
added to the fact that the Corona Virus remains a significant threat to our operations 
as well as our financial stability.  It will be critical for us as an organisation to stay alert 
and ensure that we apply ourselves and our resources diligently to remain ahead 
and sustainable. 

Chairman’s 
Message 

Lwazi Bam
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ACFS works predominantly in the marginalised townships and informal settlements 
of Soweto, Alexandra, Thembisa, Kagiso in the west as well as Tsakane in the East 
Rand. As a collective, this year we have supported approximately 25 082 children 
and their families directly with nutritional meals, food parcel hampers, educational 
programmes that include computers skills as well as reading and art opportunities. 

As the turmoil and crisis of the COVID19 Virus erupted all around us, one thing became 
exceedingly clear. The poor will continue to be most affected by any emergency 
or calamity as they do not have the means to cushion their children and families 
against some of the impacts that were characteristic of the COVID-19. In July this year 
we also saw how the poor can again be the target of social unrest as they become 
pawns used by those in power and positions of privilege. While the poor scramble for 
basics such as food, nutrition and health provisions, their counterparts in the more 
privileged communities have turned their living rooms into online classrooms and 
their pantry’s filled to the brim with all manner of food choices.

Building Community & Collaboration
Breaking the cycle of poverty will require a committed effort that involves government, 
funders, the private sector, and non-profit organizations themselves.  Consequently, 
we want to build a space for collaborative efforts among all of our partners and 
stakeholders to address issues of equity, economic mobility, and ensuring access 
for all. Adapting How We Work has been a buzz phrase for us in ACFS Community 
education, constantly striving to improving the way we work as an organization.  We 
are refreshing and revitalizing our strategic plan and vision for how we deliver impact, 
exploring new systems and collaborative opportunities to better serve our children 
and communities. Just visit our website and see how we have focussed on improving 
the enhance experience we offer our visitors.

Call to Action
As ACFS continues to grow and adapt and respond to the changing needs of our 
children and communities, I hope we can count on you to join us to become the 
game-changer we wish to become and a true builder and supporter of all children 
in vulnerable circumstances. Help us disrupt the cycle of poverty so that all children 
and communities can thrive and emerge into productive Giants with agency!

Director’s 
Review

Bertha Magoge



We reached over 25 082 families with monthly 
food parcels of significant value and 
quantity.
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We decided to make up educational learning 
through play boxes designed for 
distribution into each home.

In the play box, we also put together a parent 
support pack to guide parents to 
understand how to engage their children actively.

Expanded covid19 pandemic response
The year 2020 was a year like no other! As the turmoil and crisis of the COVID 19 
Virus erupted all around us, one thing became clear very quickly and that is the fact 
that we had to stay the course and ensure that our vulnerable communities, who are 
food insecure on good days, remain supported in this tumultuous time. For many of 
our families, their livelihoods were wiped away with no notice. We also were faced 
with our own reflections of survival given that our known models of service delivery 
were also abruptly stopped. We had to innovate quickly. As such we embarked on 
a massive food parcel distribution exercise that actually became our lifeline for the 
entire year. We reached over 25 082 families with monthly food parcels of significant 
value and quantity. Obviously as people stay at home, they are bound to consume 
more food. They are also unable to ply their trade on the streets, as this would be in 
contravention of the lockdown regulations. Many children in the townships depend 
on the school nutrition programme as well as our nutrition centres for a full meal 
each day. With this lockdown in place, the food security for many of the children and 
families became severely compromised. We are sincerely grateful to a number of 
partners that came through for us and enabled us to go the distance providing food 
relief to thousands of individuals who would have gone hungry during this period. 

Supporting early learning and creativity in the home during the covid 19 
lockdown
One of the priorities for the 2020 financial year was that of keeping children learning 
despite the closed schools. We have a well-established infrastructure in the townships 
and we set out to actively keep children learning through play and discovering more 
about themselves as individuals. We decided to make up educational learning 
through play boxes designed for distribution into each home. Our toy libraries and 
computer centres which were initiated in 2019 were at the forefront of ensuring that 
a variety of play boxes are put together and loaned to parents on a weekly basis. 
The rotation in borrowing ensured that families and children had access to many 
different activities that that they could engage with their children at home during 
this difficult shutdown. In the play box, we also put together a parent support pack 
to guide parents to understand how to engage their children actively. We are very 
excited to report that this intervention was tremendous valued by parents and was 
so successful that we continued with it till today.  

Key highlights for the year 
under review
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ACFS Key Programmatic 
Pathways
The diagram below summarizes our Nutrition Model.
Intervention inputs

Inputs

Finance and human resources:

 • Identification of optimal equipment for 
nutrition intervention at ACFS centres 
and outreaches

 • Setup of edequate storage facilities

Delivery

 • Development of delivery system to the 
target beneficiaries at outreaches

 • Training of all personnel charged with 
identification and referral of targeted 
beneficiaries and distribution of services 
to target beneficiaries

Communication and Behavioural 
Change

 • Community mobilisation on behavioural 
change through teen hubs and 
outreaches

 • Development & implementation of 
intervention SOP's

Availability of the 
appropriate nutrition 
intervention equipment 
for target beneficiaries 
and storage

Adequate systems in 
place to identify and 
target the population in 
need, including robust 
referral systems

Centre supervisors have 
knowledge to inform 
target communities

Target population is 
identified and knows 
demand, accepts the 
nutrition intervention

Increased 
number of people 
accessing ACFS 
services and 
adherence to 
the nutrition 
intervention 
by targeted 
communities

Outcome

Increased access 
to the nutrtion 
intervention

High coverage 
of targeted 
beneficiaries and 
acceptablility of 
the nutrition

Improved 
nutritional 
status

Outputs Impact

Wash Early  
marriages

Integration of HIV/AIDS 
(prevention messages)

Menu assessments 
and improvements

Other inputs
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This is the first and most critical need of any child born into poverty and 
deprivation. Without adequate nutrition there can be no growth and 
development – physically or mentally. Hungry children lack the energy to 
learn. And if they aren’t able to learn in the vital early development years 
(from birth to 5 years old), they remain stunted for life.  By identifying 
children at risk – and enrolling them in our feeding programmes 
promptly – ACFS plays a vital role in saving children from life-long 
disadvantage. We monitor the child’s health and provide referrals to 
partner institutions where necessary. Our feeding scheme serves as 
the entry point to all other ACFS programme pathways. This programme 
provides nutritious feeding programmes to children in 8 community 
centers in Soweto, Alexandra, Tsakane and Kagiso. The programme also 
has outreach intervention to some informal settlements where children 
are particularly at risk. Children and families are identified through door-
to-door home visits as well as through referrals with strategic partners 
such as the local clinics, Department of Social Development, child 
protection forums, and schools among others. In our intervention and 
strategic model to ‘grow giants’ we acknowledge that all children need 
nurturing care – and this includes access to a balanced and nutritious 
meal.

Nutrition and Health 01
Since children grow up within a family, 
it’s important for parents and other 
care givers to be included in our 
programmes. ACFS staff visit children’s 
homes and provide support for family 
members through psycho-social 
counselling and access to services 
such as grants. Unemployed adults 
are encouraged to join our skills 
development programmes, to learn 
income generating skills such as food 
gardening, sewing, beading and baking. 
We also provide health and nutrition 
education.

Care for the Cares

All children are curious and enquiring 
by nature, as they strive to explore 
and understand the world around 
them. For the disadvantaged child, 
however, opportunities to discover 
concepts such as shapes, distance, 
colours, music, matching and building 
are severely limited. By providing 
educational toys and equipment to 
develop both fine and large motor 
skills, ACFS encourages children’s 
curiosity and instils a lifelong love of 
learning that prepares them to enter 
the formal education system on the 
same level as their more fortunate 
peers. ACFS offers free early childhood 
development services to our poor and 
marginalised beneficiaries across our 
community centres as well as informal 
settlements. The services range from 
grade RRR to grade R these are children 
between the ages of 3 – 6 years of age.

Early Learning and 
Stimulation02 03

We work with youth and adolescents 
to develop resilience and life 
skills. Through our Teenage Girls’ 
Clubs, adolescent girls are  
encouraged to make healthy choices 
about relationships, self-discipline, 
responsibility and independence. 
Teenage boys and girls are prepared 
to enter the world of work by 
developing skills around goal setting, 
communication, teamwork, initiative, 
responsibility and work ethic.

Skills and Personal 
Development04

Manual for food 
recipes

Stock handling  
and management

Food management (storage 
and preparation - HACCP)
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Achievements in the financial year 
under review 2020 to 2021)

Nutrition 
/ Health 

Education 
Programme

ECD & Toy 
Library 

Community 
skills and 

development

Teenage Girls 
Clubs & Safe 

Hubs 
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Nutrition / Health Education Programme01

ECD & Toy Library 02

Topics covered through health talks
Child Protection and rights, HIV prevention, counselling and testing, PrEP, Covid – 19 
screening and registration for adults over 60 years, Blood pressure checks, Substance 
abuse, Infant and Young Child Feeding, Food groups and importance of balanced 
diet, GBV, VMMC and Alcohol and drug abuse, Hygiene, Nutrition Assessment 
Counselling and Support, Family Planning and Contraceptives Education, Sexual and 
Reproductive Health, Nutrition and Communicable Diseases, Burns, 

Nutrition Outreach Intervention in informal settlements
Two outreaches have been conducted at Emndeni covering 80 children aged five 
years and below who participated in ECD program. …. Colouring, block building, 
singing and other games.

Thirty-nine caretakers have been given health talks on the following topics; infant 
and young child feeding, food groups and importance of balanced diet. 
Pimville have 49 children from the chicken farm settlement who participated in ECD 
program with their 24 caretakers who were given health talk  

Overview 
Early childhood development is a comprehensive approach to programmes and 
policies for children. Its purpose is to protect the rights of children to develop their 
full cognitive, emotional, social and physical potential. ACFS – Community Education 
offers early childhood development services to our beneficiaries. The services range 
from grade RR to grade R these are children between the ages of 3 – 6 years of age 

Objectives 

 • Extend and add value to the play opportunities offered by toys.

 • Provide access to toys which are particularly suited to supporting intellectual, 
physical, social, and emotional development.

 • Provide access to a range of specialist toys for children with special needs and 
learning disabilities. 
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Community Skills development 03

Reading equips children with language skills and the words they need for a coherent 
conversation. It also helps young children to gain the confidence to speak up and 
voice their opinions. In our toy libraries we also have reading areas, where we create 
an enabling space for a child to read. The reading areas are always opened and 
welcoming where a child can come in and pick a book and start reading.

ECD – Parental Support 

The organization came to a conclusion that children in our ECD centres should not 
be compromised by the National disaster, and that they need their minds to be kept 
stimulated in way that their rights to learning is not compromised. ACFS – Community 
Education has compiled a study/support pack with the aim of working together with 
parents to make sure that children in our centres do not lose much with lessons that 
have already started at the beginning of the year. 

Play Africa will conduct workshops to assist our practitioners with their lessons in the 
month of June 2021. The workshops will focus on assisting practitioners with creative 
and exciting ways of engaging with the children. The idea is to continue with creating 
ways of learning through using raw materials, that the practitioners together with the 
children can create and learn using the same created materials

Both centres are planning to have monthly parents meeting. The Aim is to have the 
parents understand what the progress is with their children in our centres, and to 
better support with the curriculum. UJ students are supporting the Toy Library in 
Alex, Zola & Naledi. The operation of the toy library will support our own ECD centres 
and other surrounding schools and also children around the community.

With the challenges faced with the COVID 19 and the high rate of unemployment, 
poverty and hunger. Food Gardening is a tool to fight the above mentioned challenges. 
ACFS encourages each beneficiary to have their own Food Garden at home, so that 
they can supplement their monthly food provisions. The ACFS encourages the 
community to practice crop-rotation so that they will provide enough fresh and 
healthy vegetables for the whole year without buying any vegetables from the fresh 
produce market. We are proud and pleased to report that we have food gardens in 8 
Centres and one Nursery or seed bank initiative at Emndeni where we produce and 
supply vegetables and herbs seedlings to all Centres.

 • Assist with the equalize of access to quality play experiences, for children affected 
by poverty, which may directly impinge on their capacity to enjoy, and/or to achieve 
development milestones.

 • Toy lending and exchange is structured with the offer of advice and information 
about the relevance of particular toys and their appropriateness for the ages and 
stages of individual children.

 • In our setting toy exchanges is associated with advice to parents on how best 
to use toys to play with their children. This then naturally leads to the better 
understanding of the educational value of play both at home and the centre or site

Programme Key Outcomes  

 • Improve environments and situations in which children, particularly vulnerable 
children can learn, grow and thrive socially, emotionally, physically and cognitively

 • Improve preschool children cognitive, stimulations play and intellectual 
performance 

 • Improve children’s effective communication & enhance better performance at 
school for children’s social competence and social interactions skills 

 • Improve children’s ability to communicate respectfully and collaborate effectively 
with other children and their families            

 • Increase the opportunities for young children to be properly prepared to enter 
formal schooling

 • Improve support and training to the adults who care for young children and their 
community so that they are able to care properly for and educate their children

 • Improving children’s readiness to learn and preventing developmental delay

The operation of the toy library will support our own ECD centres and other 
surrounding ECD centres with educational toys and books. The programme is 
currently led by UJ and Enke volunteers and benefits mostly the children that come 
in for afterschool academic programme. The holiday programme also utilises toys 
from the toy library as part of everyday play activities that happens on a daily basis 
in our centres. The primary goal for the toy library for using the toy library on a daily 
basis is for the promotion of ‘learning through play’ which is much prominent in our 
organisation.
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3.1 Women Food gardens & Enterprise project.

With the generous support of the Canadian embassy, in this reporting period, ACFS 
focussed on the support of over 4000 women in the food gardens and enterprise 
project. The overall goal of the project is to improve women’s economic opportunities 
through sustainable food production and market access and to positively impact 
household income and nutrition. The expected long-term results are to positively 
impact the livelihoods of 4,000 women thereby improving household income, 
food security and nutrition in 4,000 disadvantaged households. In the past FY and 
reporting period, ACFS has managed to gain significant momentum towards the 
attainment of the objective of this special project. We specifically aimed to: -

01. Train women in sustainable permaculture gardening  

02. Mentor women in climate smart agriculture including land management and 
preservation 

03. Promote rainwater harvesting & install relevant technology (Ferro cement 
tanks in 3 sites) 

04. Establish 6 pilot women led enterprise food gardens 

05. Train and mentor women in small business management & facilitate access to 
markets to ensure sustainable enterprise development. 

ACFS community Education and feeding scheme is extremely grateful to the 
Canadian Embassy for the amazing opportunity this grant has achieved to empower 
women in our organisation. Traditionally in South Africa and I am sure the world 
over, women have far less access to economic opportunities and in addition they 
carry a far greater burden of care than men when it comes to childcare for example. 
This additional burden often negates any prospects of economic empowerment 
that women may have. The aim of the project to create sustainable livelihoods for 
women alongside improving household economic & food security which will speak 
directly to the challenges women and girls are facing. As the report has shown, the 
first year of this grant has really demonstrated that women can excel if they are given 
half the opportunity. As we enter the second year of programming, we have laid 
a very solid foundation through the training and infrastructure now in place. One 
Greenhouse was established in our Tsakane centre and functioning very well. They 
have managed to sell fresh vegetables from the garden and generated an income for 
the organization. 



Through the bakery skills development, we are 
creating and sustaining small businesses 
to help them put food on the table
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Participants
ACFS beneficiaries and 
individual home gardeners

Topics tackled

 •  Herbs and their usages 
demonstration herbal tea

 • Pest control without Poison 

 • Planting Anti-plants

 • Heap Compost Making

 • Record keeping for all garden 
activities

Participants
ACFS beneficiaries

Topics tackled

 • Crop Rotation

 • How to water garden during 
winter time?

 • The impotence of having herb 
garden at home.

 • The TOT’s extend the training 
to other beneficiaries for 
those who do not know how 
to start a garden

 • Soil improvement

Participants
ACFS beneficiaries, Board 
members

Topics tackled

 •  Compost Making

 • Explain the importance of 
record keeping for all garden 
activities

 • Herbs and their usage

 • The impotence of having 
home garden  

Participants
ACFS beneficiaries

Topics tackled

 • Record keeping

 • Crop-rotation

 • Pest Management

 • Inter-planting in the garden

Meadowlands Centre Jabavu Centre Naledi Centre Zola  Centre

3.2 Arelemeng Days “Let us Plant”
It means “” the Arelemeng day was hosted in the following centres: Naledi, Meadowlands, Zola and Jabavu. We transfer different garden skills to home gardeners who is not our 
beneficiary as well as our own beneficiaries who have problems with their gardens.

3.3. Baking skills development.
The bakery skills development aims to enhance skills in our beneficiaries and it has made a huge impact in ACFS as the staff that works in the bakery were trained in Jabavu 
with the wooden oven and now they are using electricity ovens to bake for all our 8 centres. They are now having something that they put on the table through working 
at the bakery. The aim of ACFS in Jabavu Centre bakery department is to help our beneficiaries as our priority in terms of skills development also tagging in community 
members for opportunities as well to gaining skills in baking that cannot be stolen from them but invested in their lives. Through the bakery skills development, we are 
creating and sustaining small businesses to help them put food on the table and others to get opportunity to be hired in big retail shops.
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Teenage Girls Clubs & Safe Hubs 04 Food parcels continue to be relief for the ‘Teenage mothers and teen moms to be’. 
The plan is to have 20 young moms, both Teen moms and Pregnant Teenagers as 
part of the programme. The programme takes place in both centres coordinated by 
the Special Initiative Programmes Coordinator. 

The teenage safe hub will also provide some of the practical and basic needs that 
these girls will have such as food, baby clothes, pampers and baby formula for those 
who are completely desperate. The programme has the Psychosocial support & 
Health – Nutrition Coordinator support with the programme. Facilitation is guided 
by a manual guide that has topics that speaks to a young growing teenagers that are 
still said to be ‘teenagers’.

Outreaches – Sexual & Reproductive Health (School Prevention 
programme)
The ACFS programme has a two pronged approach in working with young teenage 
girls. The prevention programme focuses on reaching large captive audience of girls 
and ensure that we provide comprehensive sex education (CSE) to girls before they 
get into trouble thought peer pressure and a lack of information. 

The manual for this part of the programme is designed to offer young girls the best 
preventative information as well as access to educational excursions that expose 
them to various awareness regarding sexual and reproductive health and rights, 
as well as confidence and career guidance. The teachers of the school were very 
grateful for this intervention and expressed how needed it was in low income schools 
such as theirs.

The programme has been reaching good momentum before the social unrest. The 
Contribute fund is of great assistance with the school out reaches – Sexual & Health 
Reproductive Education to the rest of the Teenagers that are unable to be registered 
to be part of the normal Teenage Girls Clubs & Safe Hubs that take place in our 
centres.

This is one of the new innovations of ACFS after realising that our centres are home 
to hundreds of teenage girls. To get teenage girls in a position of understanding who 
they are as unique individuals, and to embrace body changes that will inevitably be 
experienced in their bodies as they embark on a journey of growth and to transform 
unequal power relations and patriarchal systems by transforming communities and 
creating safe spaces where girls are protected and safe to develop and experience 
their own personal power.

Despite the start of our teenage girl’s project in 2019, we have already experienced 
4 girls’ teenage pregnancies. This is a testimony to the fact that teenage pregnancy 
is indeed a serious problem in our communities. Teenage pregnancy, as a prevailing 
issue in many South African communities, often leaves girls stigmatised and without 
career options. Our mission in this special initiative is to empower teenage girls and 
young women to have productive lives through holistic, gender specific programs, 
education and experiences to transform unequal power relations and patriarchal 
systems by transforming communities and creating spaces where girls are protected 
and safe to develop and experience their own personal power.

Aim & Achievements 
ACFS wishes to help such teenage mothers to complete their schooling and to 
achieve meaningful job opportunities. This is hoped will help both teen mother 
and child to have the best chance in life. When teenagers become pregnant in this 
unplanned manner, their lives, after suddenly going from being a student to being 
a mother, can often cause untold emotional and financial hardship/ suffering. 
Experience has shown that they often face rejection from both the responsible 
men as well as from their own families. This often means that the teenager is left 
unsupported throughout the pregnancy period resulting in increased psychological 
stress and sometimes depression. Many of the pregnant girls have also reported 
being in abusive relationships both at home and with their boyfriends who many 
times no longer want to have anything to do with them. It is hoped that having a safe 
place to come to and to find other young women to confide in/ receive counselling 
and support, will be a lifeline and life changing experience for the pregnant and teen 
mothers.



Objectives 

 • Strengthening comprehensive sexuality education (CSE) and to prevent young girls 
from having unwanted teen pregnancies

 • Provide a safe space for teenage girls, teen pregnant girls and teen moms to learn 
and grow resilience through their difficult circumstances in a protected and safe 
environment. 

 • Support teenage girls, pregnant girls and teenage mothers in their developmental 
and educational journey and support them in making informed decisions.

 • Provide opportunities for young girls to build practical skills to cope with their 
circumstance and guide them back to achieving their educational outcomes

 • Address gender-based violence and harmful cultural practices, that render girls 
powerless in determining their own life choices

 • Provide support for sexually abused teenage girls, as well as preventative measures 
to reduce trauma 

 • Create and facilitate practical service referrals to surround the pregnant teenage 
girls and teen moms with a network of caring stakeholders

 • Mitigating the impact of HIV and AIDS

We fed over  
25 000 families 
with substantial 
food hampers 
during the March 
to October 2020 
period. 
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Increase support for teenage mothers and 
pregnant teens to access antenatal care, 
children’s centres and other specialist services

Increase teenage girl’s knowledge of 
contraception, and providing counselling and 
psychological health and nutrition education

Increase linkages between teen pregnancy 
prevention programs and community-based 
clinical services

Improved knowledge about stakeholders and 
relevant informed strategies to reduce teen 
pregnancy and provide resources in target 
communities.

Increased knowledge of antenatal care and 
preparation for parenthood for teenage 

mothers

Increase teenage access to evidence-based and 
evidence-informed programs to prevent teen 

pregnancy

Reduce the rates of pregnancies and births to 
teenagers in the target communities’ areas.

Improve knowledge and the aspirations of 
teenage mothers and pregnant teens to 

support them back into education and training

Programme Key 
Outcomes

Improved knowledge on sex education approaches 
about the reproductive process and STIs, how 
to avoid getting pregnant—using abstinence or 

contraception, and how to avoid getting STI/HIV/AIDS

1

2

3

4

9

8

7

6

5



The ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme have a Computer Skills 
Development Programme that started in 2019 in Meadowlands Centre in Soweto, 
and we have opened another Computer Lab in Pimville Centre in 2020. The Computer 
programme objective is to provide computer training to adolescents and young 
adults.

The programme recruit’s beneficiaries who comes to ACFS centres for nutrition 
support.  The aim of the programme is to help these children not only with nutrition 
but also with academic support. We provide them with basic computer skills and 
improve their marks at school, we have different types of software that we are using 
in our Computer Labs to help them to improved their marks at school. Some of these 
software’s have different activities that leaners can do at school on daily basis. The 
main Subjects that we normally focus on are Mathematics and English.

As part of our recruitment process we asked leaners to bring their previously school 
reports and make copies for them, which those copies are kept by us in our ACFS files.  
After the period of 6 months we ask the learners again for their second term reports, 
we do this to measure if there are some improvements with a leaners performance 
during his/her attendance of our programmes in the 6 months period. 

We also conduct holidays computer skills programme in our centres during school 
holidays, children are expected to attend once a week during school holidays. We 
also allow them to come during holidays to have extra lessons such as doing the 
Lego, Code4Change, code.org and Lego Robotics during school holidays, by doing 
this we are trying to keep them away from the streets and allow them to explore the 
technology industry, as such we help them to develop their own software using notes 
from code4change website.

Before we start the programme with leaners, the ACFS facilitators ask learners to 
introduce themselves by typing in word format telling the class and the facilitators 
about themselves such as; why did they join the programme and talk about things 
they want to achieve through this programme.

Our Computer lab in Meadowlands is growing and making a huge impact in the 
community. Due to the Covid 19 pandemic, we have two sessions per day as some 
children only attend school every second day.  

Computer Skills Lab 05
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(Below is the example from one the learners)

In the programme we have 20 students in each grade from Grade 4 until Grade 12 
and we have 20 laptops at each centre for the students, which they can use when 
they come to do their school work such as online assignment and other computer 
activities. The programme facilitator Lucky is also in contact with leaners parents 
and he communicates with them via WhatsApp massages to address any issues or 
progress updates about learner’s.

Due to the National Crisis that we face regarding the spread of the COVID19 (Corona 
Virus) outbreak we have 2 sessions per day in the centre as some of the children 
they don’t go to school every day. We have a session that start 13:00 until 14:15 
for Homework’s and online assignment, after that first session we then focused 
on our daily session with different software for that day such as Education City 
spelling Games. Before the session starts we activate the leaners with group games 
competing with each other on English Spelling and Mathematics on Education City 
Platform.

My Name is Bontle Mokoena I am from Tshietshi Mashinini 
Primary School I am doing Grade 7 this year, I started the 
computer programme in 2019 as when I was doing Grade 5. The 
computer programme come as a surprise to my community at 
Meadowlands Zone1. I was the second one who come to the 
programme and register to be the part of the programme I 
have learnt a lot in the programme such as typing using word 
Documents, how to use a mouse and how to use the internet 
when I have my assignments that I received from school.

Through our Psychosocial Support we are touching many lives. Our team are working 
on breaking the culture of silence. Our Social Worker does home visits and avail 
herself to the community and build a relationship in this way she is showing them 
that they can trust her and feel free to share their experiences with her. 
We have also started support groups where our beneficiaries can share their stories.  
One of our beneficiaries said “Sometimes they are not always seeking for a solution 
to their problems, they just need someone to listen in order for them to heal”

We have been dealing with different cases such as: 

Psychosocial Support

 • We have brought new stakeholders to the organisation;   
Home Affairs, JMPD, SAPS and DSD 

 • Initiated support group, club members are now learning from  
each other how to cope with their challenges

 • Ikemeleng Principal mentioned we have reduced her work since she was the one 
who was attending to children cases

 • Listening to beneficiaries which is what they have been wishing for a long time 

 • Linking our beneficiaries to the relevant stakeholders

 • Brings back hope to those who lose hopes

 • Supporting them throughout their tough times

Rape Cases  Child Neglect                Full Custody

Birth Certificate Applications  Family Issues Social Problems

Identity Application Trauma  Disability and Special Needs

Substance abuse          Child Support Grant                 Difficulties in learning

Care-for-Children programme Psychosocial Support 06
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The ACFS Partnership Development Model
In order to improve the quality of our programmes and service offering, ACFS 
embarked on a stakeholder/partnership approach to our work. We go out to find 
partner experts who come into our centres and deliver quality services to our 
beneficiaries. 

Name Of Partner Type of service offered

Most of the referrals that are done in the project on behalf of the teenage pregnant girls and teen moms are done through 
Teddy Bear Foundation.  This partner is viewed as our local expert in the management and counselling of complex cases 
involving children.

Through workshops, site visits, seminars and therapeutic sessions, ACFS – Community Education works together to have the 
Teenage Girls Clubs & Safe Hubs through joint services provided to the best interest of the girls served in our centre spaces.

Placement of Health and Nutrition students in all our centres. This is for the course of supporting the Health & Nutrition 
component in the new strategic plan. Students that completed their studies get their practical experience, while this exercise 
works in the best interest of our beneficiaries – particularly our children beneficiaries.

The aim of this partnership is to have the two organization work together and to have the psychosocial support to both our 
children & adult beneficiaries. We will be referring cases to different institutes that would assist with support dealing with the 
different social ills in our communities

The partnership is to assist ACFS enhance different programmes – Skills Development Programmes that are implemented in 
the organization. Volunteers that run our programmes are recruited by ACFS staff members, and these volunteers are usually 
youth that are fresh from High Institutes, seeking for work experience. While these young people gain work experience in our 
centres, this opportunity affords them exposure to give back to their own community, and in a way give back. Enke works in 
collaboration with Harambe. This partnership supports the volunteers to be work ready by the time their contract is done with 
ACFS Community Education.

Nalibali reading club workshop will take place in all our Soweto centres, and this will assist with the Afterschool Academic 
support. This will also get the kids that come into our centre to improve in their school performances in languages and reading.
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Background 2020/2021 
In recent years it has become increasingly important for organisations like us as ACFS 
to demonstrate the outcomes and impact of their work.  An increased driving force 
for attention to outcomes is both externally driven (meet donor requirements) and 
internally driven (programme review and design).

Two main objectives of ACFS RM&E:

 • To contribute to the body of evidence and success in ACFS work 

 • To formulate organisational (RM&E strategies): planning and implementation of 
programmes, design clear matrix, participation in operational planning efforts of 
every department within the organisation. 

The M&E Department main value is around:

 • Making ACFS an outcome and Results-based organisation

 • Showing the evidence and impact in all the ACFS Programmes 

 • Positioning ACFS to become the first choice for funding and investors

Phase 1: In 2021 the suggested main focus is on internal processes to improve 
quality and systems and focusing on capacity building around outcomes for the 
organisation 

Phase 2: In 2022 the suggested main focus is externally, on continuing to 
show evidence and becoming a respected NPO for partnerships (funding and 
collaborations) as the first choice for funding.

ACFS Monitoring and 
Evaluation

ACFS Invested in a good innovative method of monitoring all 
programmes activities through the M&E system that is used for:

Mobile Monitoring and Reporting:

Proposed improvement on the system have also been suggested by 
the M&E Manger which will assist the organization to: 

 • Ensure greater programme quality by training and sensitizing staff 
members around quality principles and assisting them with the 
refinement of key processes.

 • Ensure that ACFS M&E system supports the scale-up activities and 
develop a monitoring component that is open for programme review in 
relation to intended programme outcomes 

 • Provide the basis for evidence informed programmatic approaches that 
tackle the structural drivers of the organization areas for growth.

Ensure most efficient management 
of ACFS data collection 

Programmes and performance 
management

Donor reporting and fundraising
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17204 individual children and 7878 adults through our day to day programme 
implementation which has confirmed a total reach of 25082 individuals reached by 
ACFS through our programmes. 

Despite the challenges caused by the continuance of COVID-19 barriers at a societal 
level, as an organisation we managed to continue with our programmes through 
multiple interventions to ensure that while we implement programmes we also 
protect our communities and children against the risk of contaminating COVID 19. 

(Total Beneficiaries reached)
The collaboration with different stakeholders to strengthen institutional response 
of our programmes implementation and also collaborations with other community 
based organisations has also made a greater impact which contributed immensely in 
our increased reach. ACFS has formulated a Results Based monitoring approach to 
ensure that ACFS is an outcomes-based organisation that is now used in programme 
implementation using the newly evolved Results Based Monitoring & Evaluation 
approach System. 

In 2020/21 ACFS touched the lives of many children and their families through our 
programmes implementation such as: Nutrition, ECD, Health Talks, Teenage Girls 
Clubs, Pregnant Teens and Teens Moms, Food GDN, (Women Enterprise, Sewing, 
Beadwork & Embroidery, Bakery, Food distributions, Home Visits, Outreach Visits, 
Computer Skills Development, Psychosocial Support, Teenage Prevention Talks 
(schools program), which has resulted in organisation having a good increase of 
programme attendance. The ACFS programmes attendance has seen a significance 
improvement over the year, which has recorded an improvement reach of over 21289 
in programmes attendance across all programmes per quarter.   

ACFS engaged face-to-face with over seventeen thousand (17000) children in one year, 
of a target audience between the age of 0- 18-year-olds. Our Impact in 2020/21, the 
gender range reach for children percentage was 53% female and 47% male. In terms 
of adult’s beneficiaries, the organization reached over seven thousand beneficiaries 
through adults’ skills based programmes with 52% females and 48% males in general 
programmes reach. This is evidence that ACFS communities programme yields high 
social returns in increasing the number of children who transition to a better future 
and becoming giants of tomorrow.  

The customized Field Management System (digital) allows the organisation to track 
data digitally in real time meaning that management can respond instantly to any 
child issues that may arise during programme implementation. More importantly, 
the Field Management System allows the organisation to take informed decisions and 
also understand the impact of each intervention as close to the event as possible. 
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) is an integral part of programme management at 
ACFS. M&E allows to track programme process and to account for invested funds 
(accountability function). At the same time, M&E provides crucial information for 
decision making of programme managers (management function) and to identify 
best practices, as well as gaps and weaknesses of ACFS programmes and enables 
programme teams, as well as the organisation as a whole, to learn from these 
(learning function).

ACFS Programmes Overall Performance:  
ACFS has seen good improvements in numbers of beneficiaries who have benefited 
from our programmes in 2020/21 due to the fact that ACFS introduced new 
programmes targeted and bringing holistic interventions for all children.  Some of 
these programmes include two community based Teenage Safe Hubs for teenage 
pregnant girls and teen moms. The safe hubs provide a safe and gentle place where 
pregnant girls and teen moms can come 3 times a week to get support, counselling as 
well as information on how they can cope and be resilient despite the circumstance 
they find themselves in. 

The Teenage Girls programme also has seen some increase in 2020. Since January 
2019 ACFS started a teenage girls club which has yielded very good results and has 
expanded to all ACFS 8 centres with over 200 teenage girls aged 9-16 being involved. 
The teenage girls clubs focus on building confidence as well as information sharing 
among young girls to assist them through the difficult years of adolescents. ACFS 
also made efforts to restructure the academic support programme and saw the 
introduction of reading clubs through the partnership with Nalibali. Seven centres 
are now registered to offer reading clubs to children in the afternoons.

Increased reach 
ACFS has seen substantial increase in beneficiaries’ numbers reached particularly for 
our primary target group which are children.  This clearly shows that ACFS is in a right 
direction that is in line with its 5 years’ strategic plan pathways. Our programmes 
implementation has seen a significant improvement across all our programmes. 
ACFS is pleased to record that for this 2020 annul reporting we have reached 
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Covid-19 Response 
COVID-19 impacts have led to severe and widespread increases in global food 
insecurity, affecting vulnerable households in almost every country, with impacts 
expected to continue through 2020, 2021, and possibly beyond. This is the reason 
ACFS has continued to support communities with food parcels, looking at the rising 
food insecurity during the COVID-19 pandemic and our ACFS responses to date.

COVID-19 effects related to job losses and the implementation of lockdowns since 
March 2020 have further worsened the situation for communities. This is where 
ACFS has seen the need to raise a hand to help in supporting these vulnerable and 
disadvantaged families’ households in our communities with food parcels. 
The 2020-year food distributions were so important to us as we know that 
communities across the country are affected by the spread of Covid-19 which has 
hit our communities hard and causing new social and economic challenges across all 
our communities, particularly those who are vulnerable and poorest of them all as 
we know with our beneficiaries.

For the year 2020 ACFS Covid -19 response initiative support, we prepared 17 726 
food parcels and distributed to 16683 households as part of our response for Covid- 
19 support. This was a great achievement for the organization to reach much families 
who are so very much in need of food support. 

Adults Skills Development 
ACFS Bakery project
ACFS secured a full set industrial bakery equipment which operates from the Jabavu 
centre. The bakery ensures that ACFS beneficiaries are trained to produce bread 
and other baking products which are utilised by the organisation in the feeding & 
nutrition programme. This intervention also assists in cutting the costs incurred by 
ACFS to purchase bread on the open market and thereby growing the sustainability 
journey is key for the organisation. A critical advantage in this project is the availability 
of women beneficiaries who are trained in accredited baking skills.

We established a bakery in Jabavu Education and Nutrition centre, with the aim of 
training over 180 women and equipping them with bakery skills in the period of 12 
months. 

The purpose of this training is to serve 3 different function in the lives of the women 
and their families
01. Level 1: To acquire Knowledge and train other women 

02. Level 2:  To produce bread and other baked products to sustain their families 

03. Level 3: To produce bread and other baked product for business purpose, 
this allowing women in our program to make their own income resulting in 
in financial independence while supporting the bread requirements of ACFS.

ACFS decided to train women beneficiaries across all 8 ACFS centres communities 
for the period of 12 months’ period. These training takes place during the Club days 
programme for women adults beneficiaries in all the ACFS centres. The training is 
rotating across all centres for women beneficiaries who are trained in groups of 15 
per session for three days’ period. ACFS have managed to engage and identified 
180 Adults women beneficiaries for our Bakery Skills development project in our 
communities in the period of 12 months and we want to go even beyond that with 
our Bakery skill development training in our ACFS communities.
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Meet our Staff

Bertha Magoge
Executive Director

Nomboniso Mnyameni
Finance Manager

Sabelo Malevu
M & E Manager

Mphainyane Mphafi
Health & Nutrition coordinator

Christine Rudolph
Fundraising and Donations Officer

Nokulunga Buthelezi
Admin Assistant

Smangele Sigasa
Special Initiatives  
Coordinator

Ripfumelo Masonto
Centre Supervisor

Phindile Maphumulo
Psychosocial Support & Social Care

Jwalane Molaba
Food Garden Coordinator

Nhlakanipho Langa 
M & E Officer

Lucky Ndzunga
Computer Skills Coordinator

Sandile Mazibuko
Finance Officer

Betty Sithole
Centre Supervisor

Nomthandazo Dlamini
Centre Supervisor

Siyabonga Mpanza 
Head of Baking



We are indebted 
to the generous 
response from 
South Africans 
across the board 
who ensured that 
we had over R5m 
to respond to 
the hunger crisis 
caused by Covid.
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Partnerships
Tiger Brands
Tiger Brands, South Africa’s leading food company, has been supporting the organisation since 2003. For years we have been able to count on Tiger Brands support to uplift the 
communities in the areas that we operate.  They have been assisting the ACFS with monthly food parcels. They also assisted with some marshmallow eggs for the children as well 
as Carpet pieces for our ECD Centres and much needed Sanitizers. 

Deloitte
The CEO of Deloitte, Lwazi Bam, has followed the legacy established by a number of his predecessors, by serving as the Chairman of the ACFS Board.
Thank you Deloitte for also spoiling our little ones with a Christmas Party as well as assisting ACFS with our Annual Report. Deloitte Payroll: It is also a great pleasure to 
acknowledge the support we receive from the Deloitte Employees who selflessly gives every month through the Deloitte Payroll Giving.

Vodacom Foundation
ACFS greatly appreciates the support from the Vodacom Foundation’s Board of Trustees, for their continuous support. Without this support a significant number of children 
in our Meadowlands and Pimville centres would not otherwise enjoy the opportunities that this funding provides for them. Vodacom Payroll: To all the employees of Vodacom, 
we are expressing our sincere thanks for making a difference in the lives of our beneficiaries by donating every month through Vodacom Payroll giving. Vodacom Youth 
Development: Thank you for the opportunity to be assisted by two Vodacom Volunteers again this year.  They are greatly appreciated and bring value to our organisation. 

Dis-Chem Foundation
Once again the Dis-Chem Foundation came on board and supports us with a monthly donation, our Food Gardens are growing from strength to strength through this donation. 

JHB Mini & Junior councillors
You are truly inspirational and you make our work so worthwhile. Thank you to the Johannesburg Mini & Junior Councillors for the donation of Christmas Food Hampers and 
Christmas Parties for the children and elderly as well as the wonderful donation of Easter Eggs.  This put big smiles on our children’s faces. 

The Adele Drechmeier Trust
It makes us feel so privileged at ACFS that in these difficult times, The Adele Drechmeier Trust will continue to support our work to reach the most vulnerable children and their 
families with nutrition and health support.

Davies Foundation
With your consistent support to our organisation, we are able to continue with the running of ACFS. 

United Way
Our collaboration with United Way continued this year, with the monthly donation we are able to provide nutritious meals to children who are attending Saturday classes.

Barloworld
Once again Barloworld has joined hands with ACFS, thank you making it possible for the organisation to run its programmes

Octodec Investment Ltd c/o City Property Administration
Once again City Property came on board to help us create sustainable communities with our Food Gardening Projects.
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Izingane Happy Foundation
Our relationship with the Izingane Happy Foundation is growing from strength to strength, we are so grateful to Izingane for believing in this project just as much as we are. Our 
Teenage girls are growing up to be Giants in their communities. Contribute Foundation: ACFS Community Education as an organisation would like to extend its sincere gratitude 
to Contribute Foundation for the support it has provided to date in enabling girls Teen Moms and Pregnant Moms with Safe Hub Programme to inspire them and give them the 
much needed courage and support

Canada Fund for Local Initiatives
The social enterprises food gardens have significantly benefited all the women who have participate in this financial year. It’s been so pleasing to see how the women have 
embraced the project and have been able to get some really impressive produce from the gardens. Thank you to the Canadian Embassy for this wonderful support. 

The FNB Philanthropy Donor Choice Funding Trust
ACFS would like to express our sincere gratitude to the FNB Spire Foundation for an amazing opportunity granted to us through this funding which enable us to reach over 3000 
families with a quality food parcel 

G & J Ciecinski Trust
On behalf of all ACFS structures, I want to extent my heartfelt gratitude to the G & J Ciecinski Trust for the commitment to the work of ACFS. Without this support our ability to 
stand with marginalized children would have been significantly compromised. 

Javett Foundation
ACFS is sincerely grateful to the Javett foundation for the support, which enabled us to reach over 3000 families with quality food parcels that fed a family of five for at least a 
week and a half to two weeks. We are extremely proud of the work we were able to achieve in partnership with Javett foundation.

Mckinsey & Company Africa (PTY)
Thank you for your donation, which added incredible value to the ongoing campaign to sustain our food distributions during a difficult time. 

Nedbank 
Thank you to Nedbank for believing in ACFS and supporting us so generously in our programmes. Nedbank Payroll Giving : To all the Nedbank staff who are giving so freely to our 
organisation, we cannot thank you enough for your love and support. 

Premier Foods
To Shalini and her team, thank you for your love and continuous support by assisting us with Sweets, Sanitary Pads for our Teenage Girls, Cake Mixes for our Bakery Maize Meal, 
and so much more.  You are truly inspirational 

The Coca Cola Company and Doja Cat
ACFS and especially our Teenage Girls Club and Safe hub is so grateful to partner with Coca Cola and Doja Cat. With this donation we are able to further develop and expand to 
the well-being of teenage girls in our communities. 

The ELMA Foundation
On behalf of ACFS board and staff, I would like to express our sincere gratitude to The ELMA Foundation for an amazing opportunity granted to us through this funding which 
enabled us to do the work we love and are passionate for.  This funding opportunity allowed ACFS the ability to significantly expand the reach and support to poor families. 
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Significant Donors  
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BDO South Africa Incorporated 
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VAT number: 4910148685

Chief Executive Officer: ME Stewart

A full list of all company directors is available on www.bdo.co.za

The company’s principal place of business is at The Wanderers Office Park, 52 Corlett Drive, Illovo, Johannesburg where a list of directors’ names is
available for inspection. BDO South Africa Incorporated, a South African personal liability company, is a member of BDO International Limited, a UK
company limited by guarantee, and forms part of the international BDO network of independent member firms.

Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Governing Body of
ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme
(Registration Number NPO: 001-213)

Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme set out on pages 9 to 17,
which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2021, and the statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and notes
to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies.

In our opinion, the financial statements of ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme for the year ended
31 March 2021 are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the basis of accounting described in Note 1 to
the financial statements and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.

Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of
our report. We are independent of the company in accordance with the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors’
Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and other independence requirements applicable to
performing audits of financial statements in South Africa. We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in
accordance with the IRBA Code and in accordance with other ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in
South Africa. The IRBA Code is consistent with the corresponding sections of the International Ethics Standards Board
for Accountants’ International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence
Standards). We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion.

Other Information
The Governing Body is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Governing Body’s
Report as required by the Companies Act of South Africa. The other information does not include the financial
statements and our auditor’s report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit opinion or
any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing
so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge
obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we
conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have
nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Governing Body for the Financial Statements
The Governing Body is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements in accordance with the basis of
accounting in Note 1. For determining that the basis of preparation is acceptable in the circumstances and for such
internal control as the Governing Body determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the Governing Body is responsible for assessing the Scheme’s ability to continue
as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of
accounting unless the Governing Body either intends to liquidate the Scheme or to cease operations, or have no realistic
alternative but to do so.
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Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with
ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism
throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error,

design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud
is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the
company’s internal control.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by the Governing Body.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the Governing Body’s use of the going concern basis of accounting and based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the
company to cease to continue as a going concern.

We communicate with the Governing Body regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit
and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

BDO South Africa Incorporated
Registered Auditors

Paul Badrick 
Director 
Registered Auditor

5 October 2021

Wanderers Office Park 
52 Corlett Drive
Illovo, 2196

REPORT OF THE COMPILER

To the Governing Body of ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme
We have compiled the accompanying annual financial statements of ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme based on
information you have provided. These annual financial statements comprise the statement of financial position of ACFS
Community Education and Feeding Scheme as at 31 March 2021, the statement of comprehensive income, the statement of
changes in equity and the statement of cash flows for the year then ended, a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory information.

We performed this compilation engagement in accordance with International Standard on Related Services 4410 (Revised),
Compilation Engagements.

We have applied our expertise in accounting and financial reporting to assist you in the preparation and presentation of these
financial statements in accordance with appropriate accounting policies applied throughout the organisation. We have
complied with relevant ethical requirements, including principles of integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due
care.

These financial statements and the accuracy and completeness of the information used to compile them are your
responsibility.

Since a compilation engagement is not an assurance engagement, we are not required to verify the accuracy or completeness
of the information you provided to us to compile these financial statements. Accordingly, we do not express an audit opinion or
a review conclusion on whether these financial statements are prepared in accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa.

CFO360 Advisors Proprietary Limited 26 August 2021

Montaque Brian Swanepoel 
Chartered Accountant (SA)

Petra Place
1018 Fredenharry Road 
Little Falls
Roodepoort  
1724
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GOVERNING BODY'S RESPONSIBILITIES AND APPROVAL

The governing body is required to maintain adequate accounting records and are responsible for the content and integrity of
the annual financial statements and related financial information included in this report. It is their responsibility to ensure that
the annual financial statements satisfy the financial reporting standards as to form and content and present fairly the
statement of financial position, results of operations and business of the organisation, and explain the transactions and
financial position of the business of the organisation at the end of the financial year. The annual financial statements are based
upon appropriate accounting policies consistently applied throughout the organisation and supported by reasonable and
prudent judgements and estimates.

The governing body acknowledges that they are ultimately responsible for the system of internal financial control established
by the organisation and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control environment. To enable the governing
body to meet these responsibilities, the Governing Body sets standards for internal control aimed at reducing the risk of error
or loss in a cost effective manner. The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined
framework, effective accounting procedures and adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of risk. These
controls are monitored throughout the organisation and all employees are required to maintain the highest ethical standards in
ensuring the organisations business is conducted in a manner that in all reasonable circumstances is above reproach.

The focus of risk Management in the organisation is on identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk
across the organisation. While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the organisation endeavours to minimise it by ensuring
that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed within predetermined
procedures and constraints.

The governing body is of the opinion, based on the information and explanations given by the governing body that the system
of internal control provides reasonable assurance that the financial records may be relied on for the preparation of the annual
financial statements. However, any system of internal financial control can provide only reasonable, and not absolute,
assurance against material misstatement or loss. The going-concern basis has been adopted in preparing the financial
statements. Based on forecasts and available cash resources the governing body has no reason to believe that the organisation
will not be a going concern in the foreseeable future. The financial statements support the viability of the organisation.

The financial statements have been audited by the independent auditing firm, BDO South Africa Incorporated, who have been
given unrestricted access to all financial records and related data, including minutes of all meetings. The governing body
believes that all representations made to the independent auditor during the audit were valid and appropriate. The external
auditors' unqualified audit report is presented on page 3 to 4.

The annual financial statements as set out on pages 9 to 17 were approved by the Governing Body on 4 October 2021 and were
signed on its behalf by:

L Bam B Magoge (Ex-Officio)
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(Registration Number NPO: 001-213)
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2021

GOVERNING BODY'S REPORT

The Governing Body present their report for the year ended 31 March 2021.

1. Review of activities

Main business and operations
The principal activity of the organisation is to provide food to malnourished and underprivileged children, orphans and
HIV/AIDS infected and affected children. and there were no major changes herein during the year.

The operating results and statement of financial position of the organisation are fully set out in the attached financial
statements and do not in our opinion require any further comment.

2. Going concern

The annual financial statements have been prepared on the basis of accounting policies applicable to a going concern. This
basis presumes that funds will be available to finance future operations and that the realisation of assets and settlement of
liabilities, contingent obligations and commitments will occur in the ordinary course of business.

The governing bodys have given due consideration to the potential impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the organisation's
ability to continue as a going concern. The governing bodys believe that the pandemic will have a temporary impact on the
business activities. Not withstanding these short-term challenges the governing bodys are of the view that the organisation has
sufficient resources to continue as a going concern.

The full impact of the COVID-19 outbreak continues to evolve at the date of this report. The organisation is therefore uncertain
as to the full impact that the pandemic will have on its financial condition, liquidity, and future results of operations during the
next 12 months.

The ability of the organisation to continue as a going concern is dependent on a number of factors. The most significant of
these is that the governing bodys continue to procure funding for the ongoing operations for the organisation where the need
arises. The governing body is comfortable that the non-profit industry, will continue to operate since these services [or goods]
fall within the ambit of what is allowed under government regulations during the nation-wide lockdown.

The governing bodys are considered the going concern assessment as prepared by the governing body including the
organisation's outlook regarding trading conditions that will persist into the foreseeable future. This assessment is based on a
range of varied scenarios (including assumptions regarding a worst-case scenario of a three month lockdown; the rate of return
to normal trading; debt service and covenant requirements; working capital requirements; and relief measures implemented
by the respective Governments in our various trading jurisdictions), and are satisfied that the organisation is a going concern
for the foreseeable future based on the information available at the time of approval of the Annual Financial Statements.

3. Events after reporting date

All events subsequent to the date of the annual financial statements and for which the applicable financial reporting
framework require adjustment or disclosure have been adjusted or disclosed.

Impact of COVID-19
As per last year the governing body has performed an assessment of the impact of these measures on the business and
determined that these will have no significant impact on the business and its operations going forward.

7
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GOVERNING BODY'S REPORT

The governing body are not aware of any significant matter or circumstance arising since the end of the financial year, other
than what is described in the previous paragraph, not otherwise dealt with in this report or this report or the financial
statements, which significantly affects the financial position of the company or the results of its operations to date of this
report.

4. Governing body's interest in contracts

To our knowledge none of the members of the governing body had any interest in contracts entered into during the year under
review.

5. Authorised and issued share capital

No changes were approved or made to the authorised or issued share capital of the company during the year under review.

6. Governing Body

The governing body of the organisation during the year and to the date of this report are as follows: 

L Bam

B Magoge (Ex-Officio) 
A Maharaj
J Mvubu  
T Henry
A Camagu
A Wales (Appointed 4 May 2020)
T Baloyi (Appointed 12 May 2020)
J Potter (Appointed 12 May 2020)
N Fente (Appointed 12 May 2020)

7. Independent Auditors

BDO South Africa Incorporated were the independent auditors for the year under review.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Figures in R Notes 2021 2020

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment 3 2,534,817 2,919,574

Current Assets
Inventories 4 11,140 50,030
Trade and other receivables 5 187,819 1,081,090
Cash and cash equivalents 6 8,791,966 5,993,360

8,990,925 7,124,480

Total Assets 11,525,742 10,044,054

Reserves and Liabilities 
Reserves
Other components of equity - 5,026,183
Retained earnings 8,965,248 3,294,862

8,965,248 8,321,045

Non-Current Liabilities
Borrowings 7 1,096,975 1,322,555

Current Liabilities
Provisions 8 26,452 82,668
Trade and other payables 9 1,193,165 73,884
Current portion of long term liabilities 7 243,902 243,902

1,463,519 400,454

Total Reserves and Liabilities 11,525,742 10,044,054
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Figures in R Notes 2021 2020

Revenue 10 13,817,715 12,612,718
Cost of sales 11 (3,008,601) (1,642,974)
Gross surplus 10,809,114 10,969,744

Other income 12 659,592 1,205,784
Operating costs (10,927,026) (12,338,325)
Operating surplus / (deficit) 541,680 (162,797)

Finance income 13 258,241 440,398
Finance costs 14 (155,718) (109,540)
Surplus for the year 644,203 168,061
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Figures in R
Diamond

Jubilee Fund
Accumulated

surplus Total

Balance at 1 April 2019 5,026,183 3,126,801 8,152,984
Total comprehensive income for the
year
Surplus for the year - 168,061 168,061
Total comprehensive income for the
year - 168,061 168,061

Balance at 31 March 2020 5,026,183 3,294,862 8,321,045

Balance at 1 April 2020 5,026,183 3,294,862 8,321,045
Total comprehensive income for the
year
Surplus for the year - 644,203 644,203
Total comprehensive income for the
year - 644,203 644,203

Transfer between reserves (5,026,183) 5,026,183 -
Balance at 31 March 2021 - 8,965,248 8,965,248
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
Figures in R Note 2021 2020

Cash flows from / (used in) operating activities
Surplus for the year 644,203 168,061
Adjustments for:
Finance costs 155,718 109,540
Depreciation of tangible assets 578,283 413,653
Investment income (258,241) (440,398)
Loss / (profit) on disposal of property, plant and equipment 90,306 (1,205,784)
Operating cash flow before working capital changes 1,210,269 (954,928)
Working capital changes
Decrease / (increase) in inventories 38,890 (648)
Decrease / (increase) in trade and other receivables 893,271 (905,962)
Increase / (decrease) in trade and other payables 1,063,065 (401,002)
Net cash flows from / (used in) operations 3,205,495 (2,262,540)
Investment income 258,241 440,398
Finance costs (155,718) (109,540)
Net cash flows from / (used in) operating activities 3,308,018 (1,931,682)

Cash flows used in investing activities
Property, plant and equipment acquired 3 (283,830) (2,575,842)
Proceeds on disposals of property, plant and equipment (2) 1,395,907
Net cash flows used in investing activities (283,832) (1,179,935)

Cash flows (used in) / from financing activities
Loans (repaid) / raised (225,580) 1,566,457
Net cash flows (used in) / from financing activities (225,580) 1,566,457
Net increase / (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 2,798,606 (1,545,160)
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year 5,993,360 7,538,520
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year 6 8,791,966 5,993,360
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES

1. General information

ACFS Community Education and Feeding Scheme is a non-profit organisation.

2. Summary of significant accounting policies

These annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the accounting policies as set out below. These
policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.

These financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention and are presented in South African Rands.

1. Revenue recognition

Revenue comprises the fair value of the consideration received or receivable for the sale of goods in the ordinary course of the
organisation's activities. Revenue is shown net of value-added tax, returns, and discounts.

The organisation recognises revenue when: the amount of revenue can be reliably measured; it is probable that future
economic benefits will flow to the entity; and specific criteria have been met for each of the organisation's activities, as
described below:

1. Donations

Donations and interest are brought to account on initial entry in the accounting records, unless donations are made specifically
for future years.

Donations for specific purposes are credited to the relevant fund or project. The value of donations in kind is credited to
donations received and charged to the related expense or asset to which it refers when used.

2. Deferred revenue

ACFS board recognise that the organisation receives restricted funding for certain projects. In these situations, it may at times
become necessary to recognise funding at a time that is closely linked to the expenditure of such funding. The board authorises
that such restricted funding is recognized on the income statement in the period when realized and earned not necessarily
when cash is received.

•Deferred Revenue/Income Received in Advance is a liability on a company's balance sheet that represents a 
prepayment by the donor for services that have yet to be delivered
•Deferred revenue/Income Received in Advance is recognized as earned revenue on the income statement as the service is 
delivered.
• The use of the deferred revenue/income received in advance account follows GAAP guidelines for accounting.
• If the service is not delivered as planned, the funds are refundable to the donor as the terms of the contract are not.

2.2 Property, plant and equipment

Items of property, plant and equipment are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment
losses.

13
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Summary of significant accounting policies continued...

Costs include costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of property, plant and equipment and costs incurred
subsequently to add to, replace part of, or service it. If a replacement cost is recognised in the carrying amount of an item of
property, plant and equipment, the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.

Depreciation is charged so as to allocate the cost of assets less their residual values over their estimated useful lives, using the
straight-line method. The following rates are used for the depreciation of property, plant and equipment:

Motor vehicles 20.00%
Centre equipment 20.00%
Office equipment 20.00%
IT equipment

2.3 Inventories

33.30%

14

Inventories are stated at the lower of cost and selling price less costs to complete and sell. Cost is calculated using the first-in,
first-out (FIFO) method.

4. Trade and other receivables

Trade receivables are recognised initially at the transaction price. They are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest rate method, less provision for impairment. A provision for impairment of trade receivables is established
when there is objective evidence that the organisation will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the original
terms of the receivables.

5. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, demand deposits and other short-term highly liquid investments with original
maturities of three months or less. Bank overdrafts are shown in current liabilities on the statement of financial position.

6. Trade payables

Trade payables are recognised initially at the transaction price and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest rate method.

7. Provisions

Provisions are measured at the present value of the amount expected to be required to settle the obligation using a pre-tax
rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the obligation. The increase
in the provision due to passage of time is recognised as interest expense.

8. Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs are recognised on the basis of the effective interest rate method and is included in finance costs.

ACFS COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND FEEDING SCHEME
(Registration Number NPO: 001-213)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2021

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Figures in R 2021 2020

3. Property, plant and equipment

Cost depreciation value Cost depreciation value
Owned assets
Land and buildings 1,002,279 372,699 629,580 1,002,279 337,708 664,571
Motor vehicles 2,076,317 613,979 1,462,338 2,076,317 267,926 1,808,391
Centre equipment 292,077 119,556 172,521 165,807 51,935 113,872
IT equipment 438,166 167,788 270,378 400,605 67,865 332,740

3,808,839 1,274,022 2,534,817 3,645,008 725,434 2,919,574

Accumulated 2021 Carrying Accumulated 2020 Carrying

The carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment can be reconciled as follows:

Carrying
value at 

beginning of  
year Additions Disposals Depreciation

2021 Carrying  
value at end 

of year
Owned assets
Land and buildings 664,571 - - (34,991) 629,580
Motor vehicles 1,808,391 - - (346,053) 1,462,338
Centre equipment 113,872 126,270 - (67,621) 172,521
IT equipment 332,740 157,560 (90,304) (129,618) 270,378

2,919,574 283,830 (90,304) (578,283) 2,534,817

Carrying  
value at 2020 Carrying

beginning of
year Additions Disposals Depreciation

value at end
of year

Owned assets
Land and buildings 873,467 - (169,539) (39,357) 664,571
Motor vehicles 20,584 2,076,317 (20,584) (267,926) 1,808,391
Centre equipment 23,667 130,307 - (40,102) 113,872
IT equipment 29,790 369,218 - (66,268) 332,740

947,508 2,575,842 (190,123) (413,653) 2,919,574

4. Inventories

Inventories comprise:
Raw materials - Milk 4,640 32,480
Consumable stores - Peanut butter 6,500 17,550

11,140 50,030

5. Trade and other receivables

Trade debtors 94,760 624,415
Value Added Taxation 66,624 437,240
Staff advance 26,435 19,435

187,819 1,081,090
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Figures in R 2021 2020

6. Cash and cash equivalents

Favourable cash balances
Cash on hand 1,400 1,400
Nedbank Investment 5,188,301 4,975,315
Credit Cards 20,844 7,704
FNB - Money on Call 3,316,469 811,214
Lotto Bank Account 44,753 36,519
FNB Current Account 220,199 161,208

8,791,966 5,993,360

7. Borrowings

Secured
ABSA Vehicle Finance: Ford Ambient 133,749 156,250
This loan is unsecured, bears interest at 11.5% and is payable in
monthly installments of R3 397.79
ABSA Vehicle Finance: Ford Titanium 234,069 273,447
This loan is unsecured, bears interest at 11.5% and is payable in
monthly installments of R5 856.32
ABSA Vehicle Finance: Ford Ranger 1 243,265 284,190
This loan is unsecured, bears interest at 11.5% and is payable in
monthly installments of R6 081.68
ABSA Vehicle Finance: Ford Ranger 2 243,265 284,190
This loan is unsecured, bears interest at 11.5% and is payable in
monthly installments of R6 081.68
ABSA Vehicle Finance: Ford Ranger 3 243,265 284,190
This loan is unsecured, bears interest at 11.5% and is payable in
monthly installments of R6 081.68
ABSA Vehicle Finance: Ford Ranger 4 243,264 284,190
This loan is unsecured, bears interest at 11.5% and is payable in
monthly installments of R6 081.68

1,340,877 1,566,457

Repayable within one year, transferred to current liabilities (243,902) (243,902)

1,096,975 1,322,555

8. Provisions

Carrying amount at the beginning of the year 82,668 -
Provision for leave pay 318,943 82,668
Amounts incurred and charged against the provision (172,308) -
Unused amounts reversed during the period (202,851) -
Carrying amount at end of the year 26,452 82,668
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Figures in R 2021 2020

9. Trade and other payables

Trade creditors 152,217 22,782
Income received in advance 1,014,070 -
Employee taxes 26,878 51,102

1,193,165 73,884

10. Revenue

An analysis of revenue is as follows:

Donations 13,817,715 12,612,718

11. Cost of Sales

Opening stock 50,030 49,382
Purchases 2,969,711 1,643,622
Closing stock (11,140) (50,030)

3,008,601 1,642,974

12. Other Income

Insurance claim 122,178 -
Other income
Profit on sale of fixed assets

537,414
-

-
1,205,784

659,592 1,205,784

13. Finance income

Interest income
Interest received 258,241 440,398

14. Finance costs

Bank overdrafts and acceptances - 1,150
Finance leases 155,718 108,390

155,718 109,540
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ACFS COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND FEEDING SCHEME
(Registration Number NPO: 001-213)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2021

DETAILED INCOME STATEMENT
Figures in R 2021 2020

Gross Revenue
Donations 13,817,715 12,612,718

13,817,715 12,612,718

Cost of Sales
Opening stock 50,030 49,382
Purchases 2,969,711 1,643,622
Closing stock (11,140) (50,030)

3,008,601 1,642,974

Gross Profit 10,809,114 10,969,744

Other Income
Insurance claim 122,178 -
Investment income 258,241 440,398
Other income
Profit on sale of fixed assets

537,414
-

-
1,205,784

917,833 1,646,182

11,726,947 12,615,926
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ACFS COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND FEEDING SCHEME
(Registration Number NPO: 001-213)
Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2021

DETAILED INCOME STATEMENT
Figures in R 2021 2020

Expenditure
Advertising 91,262 42,427
Auditors' remuneration 269,386 264,000
Bank charges 79,268 125,283
Child care expenses - 23,034
Cleaning 55,121 58,363
Computer expenses 136,926 160,819
Consulting fees 230,679 379,747
Covid expenses 1,726,375 -
Depreciation - Tangible assets 578,283 413,653
ECD Expenses 258,414 -
Electricity and water 270,264 370,015
Entertainment 197 4,493
Event expenses 59,021 42,050
Finance costs 155,718 109,540
Fines and penalties 1,192 6,823
Food distribution expenses 183,629 177,372
Foodbank expense - 9,948
Fund raising cost 863,415 1,118,487
Gala dinner - 20,000
Insurance 194,804 150,190
Jabavu Bakery Expenses 141,399 84,926
Lease rental on operating lease 42,544 49,441
Loss on sale of fixed assets 90,306 -
Motor vehicle expense 14,401 739
Petrol and oil 149,946 211,701
Postage 7,136 1,105
Printing and stationery 61,030 68,094
Repairs and maintenance 411,030 1,072,746
Salaries 4,692,145 5,393,413
Security 41,765 50,838
Staff welfare 38,396 37,340
Subscriptions 7,841 23,091
Telephone and fax 138,261 203,220
Toy library 15,178 1,595,130
Tracking and fleetcare 16,827 23,400
Training 6,887 23,450
Transport 14,014 35,790
Travel - local 7,176 41,023
United Way 32,508 56,174

11,082,744 12,447,865
Surplus for the year 644,203 168,061
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